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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the Fusionstorage separated deployment architecture, which
two components do not exist on the same server
A. FSA and VBS
B. HDC and VBS
C. FSA and FSM
D. VBS and OSD
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option D
D. Option A
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Explanation
In cryptography, a keyed-hash message authentication code
(HMAC) is a specific type of message authentication code (MAC)
involving a cryptographic hash function and a secret
cryptographic key. It may be used to simultaneously verify both
the data integrity and the authentication of a message.
Source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hash-based_message_authentication
_code

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have a table named Sales that has three columns named
OrderDate, OrderNumber, and SalesAmount.
You need to create the PivotTable as shown in the following
table.
What should you use?
A. conditional formatting
B. KPIs
C. sparklines
D. banded rows
Answer: B
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